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Therefore be careful (diligent, intentional, exacting, circumspect) how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise, 
making the most of (buying back, improving the opportunity of) your time...
	 Ephesians	5:15-16

For we will surely die and are like water spilled on the ground which cannot be gathered up again. Yet God does not 
take away life, but plans ways so that the banished one will not be cast out from him.
 2 Samuel 14:14

The counsel of the Lord stands forever, the plans of His heart from generation to generation.
 Psalm 33:11

So he shepherded them according to the integrity of his heart, and guided them with his skillful (thoughtful,  
analytical, reasoning) hands.
 Psalm 78:72

Without consultation, plans are frustrated, but with many counselors they succeed.
 Proverbs 15:22

The mind of man plans his way, but the Lord directs his steps.
	 Proverbs	16:9

Many plans are in a man’s heart, but the counsel of the Lord will stand.
	 Proverbs	19:21

The plans of the diligent lead surely to advantage, but everyone who is hasty comes surely to poverty.
 Proverbs 21:5

But the noble man devises noble plans; and by noble plans he stands.
 Isaiah 32:8

“For I know the plans that I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans for welfare and not for calamity to give you a 
future and a hope.”
	 Jeremiah	29:11

daNIEL a. bRowN, Ph.d.
Commended to the word 
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aUtHor’s preface (and disclaimer)  
unless the Lord builds the house, they labor in vain who build it; unless the Lord 
guards the city, the watchman keeps awake in vain. (Psalm 127:1)

Except for the Bible, every written piece dealing with leadership, prayer, evangelism, discipleship, the church, 

or any other facet of the Kingdom of God is incomplete. This brief set of notes and practical suggestions 

is more incomplete than most—so much so, that I seriously considered scrapping the entire project out 

of concern that anyone would read it and think that it offered them a comprehensive view of spiritual 

leadership…(or pastoring).

It doesn’t! These pages never once touch the issue of your personal walk with Jesus. No attention is given to 

grace, love, salvation, prayer, Truth, brokenness, forgiveness, humility, discernment, miraculous interventions, 

kindness, suffering, repentance, hope, fasting, Christ in you, desert places, the old self, or faith. And only 

scant mention is made, in passing, of Bible study, preaching, discipleship, and evangelism. I do not talk 

about the invisible dimension of reality, the arena in which all our true battles are fought—and won or lost 

(Ephesians 6:10-12).

See what I mean? Compared to all the weighty topics that I’m not discussing, this syllabus is little more than 

a Dixie cup of water held out to passing marathoners, who have done all the training and preparation and 

conditioning for the race. A few swallows of water or a quick splash on the face will not make a marathoner 

out of a couch potato. Neither will these notes make a fine spiritual leader out of anyone who neglects the 

powerful and profoundly-other ways of the Lord.

Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but only one receives the prize? 

Run in such a way that you may win. 1 Corinthians 9:24

But if you are looking for a pragmatic tool to help you arrive at some “Next Steps,” you may find that these 

suggestions (about how to arrange your church resources in obedience to what Jesus has asked you to do) 

will help you a bit on your way…

My focus in these pages is very narrow: to help ministry leaders understand the particulars of their God-given 

assignments, and how to align a church-wide, total-program response to that mission. Have fun with this. 

Capture the heart of God who, as the Father and Founder of the multi-national corporation, woRLdwIdE 

RECoNSTRuCTIoN ENTERPRISE, is excited to have you in the family business!

aptos, September 2007
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first tHings first 
aS hE aSCENdEd oN hIGh, JESuS GaVE GIFTS To hIS FLEdGLING ChuRCh.
(EPhESIaNS 4:8-13) 

The gifts Jesus left His Church were not magical, nor were they imbued with mystical power. 
He left us no accumulating bank accounts or clues to buried treasure. True to all He had taught 
about things of great worth in the Kingdom of God, He bequeathed to the Church what did not, 
and still does not, appear that great. He gave people-gifts—apostles, showers of mercy, givers, 
teachers, prophets, etc.—an expression of His intention to make disciples and shepherds out of 
His followers.

We must never forget that God loves to work His great purposes through (who-me?) people. 
Isn’t the Incarnation the great miracle that set up our salvation ( John 1:14; Philippians 2:7-11)? And isn’t 
that why we have been commissioned to make disciples—because the God who could write His glory and 
truth in giant script across the sky chooses, instead, to write in on human hearts and reflect it indirectly to 
the rest of the world? We have been entrusted with God’s most treasured message: His earnest longing for 
reconciliation with humankind (2 Corinthians 5:18-21). That doesn’t mean that we are infallible or that we 
ought to be self-reliant, but it does mean that we are central to all God’s plans.

In all matters of the Kingdom, leaning on our own understanding will surely 
lead to collapse (Proverbs 3:5). Pride, egocentricity and self-congratulation are 
deadly to us personally, but they also lead to barrenness in organizations we lead. 
But that does not change the fact that people (like us) are God’s tool of choice, and 
He almost never chooses to do anything on the earth except through the agency of a 
human being. 

A great place to start in order to gain profound insight into God’s purpose for your 
church and the group of people you lead at this point in time, is to begin the whole exercise of strategic and 
purposeful planning with you! 

Even though it will feel awkward to spend time/energy considering how God has made and led you thus 
far in life, remember that He raised up Esther and David, and so many other distinct people, to fulfill His 
particular purposes in the world. You are His workmanship, created specially by Him to carry out a prepared 
set of good works with your life (Ephesians 2:10). 

Though we are encouraged to think more about others’ needs than our own, and not to think more 
highly of ourselves than we ought to think, Paul still gives us a reason for thinking about ourselves. 
The point is not so that we can compare ourselves with others, but to make good judgments about 
where we are on our journey and what we might need in order to become more useful to Him in 
the future: 

if we rely primarily 
on ourselves and our 
natural capabilities 
for our plans, then 
we are doomed to 
frustration and failure.
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as ministry leaders, 
our #1 job is to serve 
God’s purposes in 
others’ lives.
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 For through the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think more highly  
 of himself than he ought to think; but to think so as to have sound judgment, as God has  
 allotted to each a measure of faith. Romans 12:3

Many believers mistakenly conclude that the New Testament summarily says, “Forget about yourself.” 
Actually, the message is to use ourselves for others’ sake—to consciously take the form of a servant so that 
others can be lifted up. Positioned as spiritual leaders to serve God’s purposes in others’ lives, we have a great 
place in His plans. We are destined to be great in the Kingdom! 

Whoa—that sounds strange, doesn’t it? Being great?!? 

Serving others...That’s what Kingdom greatness is all about; that’s what Jesus meant when He said those who 
serve others will be great in the Kingdom (Matthew 20:25-26). Every one of us wants to have our lives 
count for something—to make a lasting difference in the lives of others. That is why we fight lifetime battles 
regarding ego/identity, purpose/calling and self-worth. Our experience and upbringing may have stolen 
away our hope of having an(other) opportunity to live our destiny, but deep down we know that we were 
made for greatness. I do not mean celebrity status, vast wealth, or political influence. Those are hollow. I 
mean being great in the way the Lord defines greatness.

One of the intolerable tortures of this broken world is that it shuts the door in everyone’s face—sooner or 
later. Even if we were good enough to be a squad leader for intramural softball in 10th grade PE, we weren’t 
good enough for the varsity baseball team—or, if we were, we weren’t good enough to earn an athletic 
scholarship at the University—or, if we were, we weren’t (translate that won’t be) good enough, smart 
enough, cute enough...

Eventually, we get cut. Those daring enough to keep entering life’s contests all find themselves, at some 
point, left out—has-beens, wannabes, third-place finishers, alternate selections, old trophy-dusters... Life is rigged like 
the cheesiest carnival game, and no one takes home the big stuffed animal. But God has another plan. 

You and I sense that, even when we get so discouraged in ministry that we 
want to quit. We want to make the best use of all the resources at our disposal, 
and we are willing, like Paul, to sacrificially pour ourselves out in service 
to people’s faith, and to be expended for their souls (Philippians 2:17; 
2 Corinthians 12:15). 

That’s why we begin our strategic planning process with you—because the Lord selected you as His           
vessel-of-choice for this people at this time. 
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YoUr UniqUe self
“I wILL GIVE ThaNkS To ThEE FoR I aM FEaRFuLLy aNd woNdERFuLLy MadE...
aNd My SouL kNowS IT VERy wELL.” (PSaLM 139:14)

Simply put, since you are one of the primary resources that Jesus uses to accomplish His will, then we’re likely 
to get a better idea about His will (the whole point of planning) by looking first at the primary tool He has 
selected. And that would be you!

Because God has a particular plan for the course of your life, you cannot really fulfill His purposes 
by copying others. His calling on your life is not necessarily like that of other spiritual leaders 
( John 21:18-22). Much of the Lord’s plan simply has to do with who He’s designed you to be, and how, 
as a result of His intricate fashioning, you (super)naturally function. You are His “workmanship 
created in Christ Jesus,” and He has prepared good works beforehand for you to walk in ( Jeremiah 1:5; 
Ephesians 2:10). 

There is, therefore, an important connection between how you have been designed and the particular things 
God wants you to end up doing. His will for you, indeed His plans for you are intricately interwoven with 
His work in you. That has profound implications for the church you pastor since you are its primary leader.

Before you were formed in the womb, God gave you a specific Ministry Gift-Mix, (i.e., prophet, evangelist, 
mercy-shower, pastor-teacher, apostle, helper), and that means how you “do” 
ministry—whether it’s preaching, conducting a volunteer-staff meeting or training 
your cell group leaders—is unconsciously shaped by that Gift-Mix (Romans 12; 1 
Corinthians 12; and Ephesians 4). 

Knowing your primary Gift-Mix is very helpful in coming to understand the ways in 
which the Lord is most likely to use you. These brief descriptions of some of those Gift-Mixes can serve as a 
beginning for your personal discovery: 

Exhorters: Find it easy to get close to people and their situations, usually by relating a similar personal experience, in 
order to help them move ahead or break through. Like expert mountain guides, exhorters can point out loose stones 
and shortcuts. And they make fabulous storytellers.

Teachers: See lessons to be taught in almost every situation, and they want every one to be secured and well grounded 
in truth. As tireless  mentors, teachers take special delight when others gain a new or deeper awareness of truth. Their 
organized touch brings simplicity and beauty to  almost anything.

Server-Helpers: Derive the most satisfaction and fulfillment from being invisible, behind-the-scenes parts of a larger 
“team effort.” Using their know-how, skills, time and talents, server-helpers undergird people and churches, relieving 
them of their burdens and workloads. They toil with eagerness and endless stamina.

Mercy-Showers: See beyond people’s sin and move toward their hurt with gracious sensitivity and compassion. Filled 
with great wisdom and strength, mercy-showers believe the best of others, and want the best for them, regardless of 

the better you 
understand your role 
in the whole body, 
and work accordingly, 
the more everyone 
around you will grow.
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may have caused their present circumstances. They can reach those who are deep in pain or shame.

Apostle-Pioneers: Lay foundations of truth and understanding upon which others in the church build. As pioneers 
moving into spiritually uncharted or underdeveloped arenas, apostles rarely function conventionally or according to the 
status quo. Their trail blazing tendencies and their keen sense of direction inspire followers.

Givers: Experience an almost irresistible desire to meet the physical and financial needs of anyone they meet. Compelled 
by cheerful generosity, givers invest in Kingdom enterprises and facilitate others’ vision. Having usually suffered several 
financial reversals, they have little worry about parting with more of their money voluntarily.

Evangelists: Continually “find themselves” in the middle of incredible opportunities to tell people about Jesus, and 
they do—with an eagerness to explain how people’s life situations can be made so much better by the Lord. Not easily 
discouraged by roadblocks in life or in conversations, evangelists keep pressing ahead as carriers of the “good news.”

Prophets: Carry messages in their own hearts (like letter pouches) that come from the heart of God about His plans and 
purposes for people or churches. Wanting to counsel people according to God’s revealed word, prophets are focused on 
one question: “What is God saying right now?” They act as excellent compasses in the woods.

Leader-Champions: Rise up on behalf of people or causes with a combination of strength and initiative in order to 
establish lasting change for the better. Stepping up in support or defense of those in need, leader-champions assume 
responsibility for getting things done. They lead by taking care of anything that needs doing.

Pastor-Teachers: Seek out, gather and watch over other people with a strong desire to see each one of them flourish. 
Wanting to make sure everyone has whatever they need to grow, pastor-teachers “go over” the particulars of people’s 
lives like someone counting loose change in their pocket. They lead and feed their sheep.

Additionally, you have received various spiritual gifts and “tools of the trade” to utilize in ministry (1 
Corinthians 12; 2 Corinthians 10). Though you cannot produce these spiritual enablements by planning, 
your planning is incomplete if you do not factor them into your overall strategy. It is not a contradiction in 
terms to speak of planning spiritually; this is an excellent example—understanding the ways and means of the 
Kingdom, and reasoning through to the best solution for the issues at hand.

We believe in the power of prayer as a prime tool for bringing about change in our circumstances — 

as opposed to just waiting around hoping that things will change. Using prayer is strategic and 
intentional. We use the Scriptures similarly, knowing that a timely word sustains weary people. 
The New Testament is unequivocal in its declaration that you and I are chosen vessels for accomplishing 
God’s purposes in the earth.

As pastors we understand that if we want someone to lay out a systematic teaching on the power of praise, 
we shouldn’t ask an exhorter because the teaching will end up being one story after another—not a Biblical 
exposé on the subject. Doesn’t it seem likely that God is at least as aware of ministry differences as we are? 
So, why has He selected you and your ministry uniqueness for the tasks at hand?

youR LIFE-CouRSE IS NEIThER RaNdoM NoR aCCIdENTaL—EVEN ThouGh you haVE 
FREE wILL—aNd God aLwayS haS a PLaN FoR youR LIFE...FRoM EaCh MoMENT oN. 
(PSaLM 139:15)

YoUr UniqUe self
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meaningfUl life-Verses 
“...IN aCCoRdaNCE wITh ThE PRoPhECIES PREVIouSLy MadE CoNCERNING you...
by ThEM FIGhT ThE Good FIGhT.” (1 TIMoThy 1:19)

Through the years, various passages in the Bible have spoken directly to you about your ministry/
life. Beyond just teaching you points of truth and doctrine, they have had personal and particular 
significance. More than simply helping you through a difficult time in your life, they have become prevailing 
words to your soul—reminding you of Jesus’ call on your life.

Additionally, over the course of your life/ministry, people have given you prophetic words—perhaps 
while being prayed for or spoken to by spiritual authorities in your life. They may be promises, 
or words of comfort, or something else that lets you know He is intimately acquainted with you. Perhaps these 
landmark verses or prophesies have seen you through times of trouble or confusion, giving you something to 
hang onto or some stable point to reference when all else was shaken. 

Maybe the verses convey some detail of your heart, or some hope you have for your future. 
It’s essential that you “hang onto” those words while you are living and contending for the 
Kingdom of God on earth (1 Timothy 1:18; 4:14). As we’ll see, they contain clues about your 
“NEXT STEPS” in ministry.

What are your 
favorite verses (or 
passages) in the 
entire bible? what 
makes your heart 
resonate with them?

Why are they  so special to you? What do they say especially to or for you? How 
might they define priorities for your ministry, guidelines for how you seem to function 
best in the Kingdom? Are there clues about what you ought always to keep in mind, 
or simple promises of how God will use you?

For instance, in my case the passages are: Psalm 25:4-5, John 21:18-22, 2 Corinthians 10:1-18, 1 Samuel 
14:6-7 and

 q	Deuteronomy 33:17—I push people to the ends of the earth.
 q	1 Thessalonians 2:5-8—I must impart not just words, but my very life.
 q	Romans 15:18-20—I’m not supposed to build on others’ foundation.
 q	1 Timothy 4:12-16—Paying attention to my walk will secure others.

A wonderful exercise that you may want to try on your own sometime: flip through the pages of your 
Bible, and pick out 20-30 of your favorite texts—several of which you may have not recalled recently. 
Jot down the references, and then print them out on a couple sheets of paper, using a convenient 
Bible software program. You will be amazed at how those verses “speak” to you about your life and 
future ministry.
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list four of your life/ministry scriptures with a brief explanation of what they tell 
you about you or your ministry.

 
1)

2)

3)

4)

select two of  your life verses. Using each of  them as a promise from the lord, 
predict what sorts of  things you will likely end up doing over the course of  your 
ministry. putting it another way, clearly state what you should do according to 
these scriptures.

1)

2)

meaningfUl life-Verses
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descriptions of YoUr life 
and ministrY
FoR ThE body IS NoT oNE MEMbER, buT MaNy...IF ThE whoLE body wERE aN 
EyE, whERE wouLd ThE hEaRING bE...? (1 CoRINThIaNS 12:14-20)

As God’s tools of choice, we have been fashioned to work in very precise ways. Not only are each of us but 
one of many sanctified and useful and prepared vessels chosen by Him (2 Timothy 2:21), but as individualized 
parts of the Body, we function best in distinctively particular ways. 

According to God’s Word, we are particularly choreographed to contribute to the whole body when we are 
working properly—that is, “operating at peak efficiency according to design” (Ephesians 4:16). Another simple way 
to put it is that we are good at some things, and not so good at others. 

Unfortunately, our simple and practical theology has been overwhelmed, 
at times, by a celebrity perspective that mistakenly highlights people because 
of the number or the magnitude of their gifts, instead of the matchlessness of their 
endowments (and all ours, as well). We struggle unnecessarily in ministry when 
we compare ourselves with others—as though God has a preferred personality and 
ministry profile.

People have a hard time thinking of themselves as gifted because their specialties seem insignificant compared 
to super-sized saints. As spiritual leaders, we may struggle trying to define how God most uses us because we 
slip a word into the equation and end up focusing on how much God uses us (compared to well-known spiritual 
leaders). 

The shape of our ministry has nothing to do with its scope. A screwdriver, large or small, doesn’t do what a 
saw does. The more we understand the marvelous and uniquely-designed tool that we are, the less we will 
be tempted to compare ourselves with others—and the more we will be able to get on with what we are 
supposed to be doing.

The shape of a screwdriver is a good clue about its intended use! Though it can gouge a piece of wood 
repeatedly in a malformed simulation of a saw, the results are better (and less messy) if the screwdriver waits 
to attach the sawn board with screws.

oVER TIME, a MINISTRy hISToRy dEVELoPS—ThE SCREwdRIVER LEaRNS To Look 
FoR SCREwS ThaT NEEd TuRNING, RaThER ThaN boaRdS ThaT NEEd CuTTING. 
 

God numbers and 
names each star, 
and he does not see 
some as dim and 
others as bright. he 
has no preference in 
stars, and certainly 
none in his children.
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What is your unique design as a tool in the hand of God? Think back on the kind of effect you have most 
often had on people or situations. What happens through you and around you to other people? Many times, 
spiritual realities are best communicated and understood through analogies, metaphors and similes. That’s 
why Jesus compared the Kingdom of God to so many aspects of people’s daily lives; spiritual principles and 
Kingdom ways are not always easy to spell out in linear language!

As with all these exercises, learning how to clarify God’s purpose/calling in your own life will enable you to 
help others do likewise. One of the most profound gifts we can give those whom Jesus has entrusted to our 
care, is to tell them about how God uses them. That’s one reason why we’re practicing on ourselves. So, what 
gives others a good idea of how God uses you?

For instance, I would tell you that I am like Captain Kirk from Star Trek: 
I like to go where others have not gone before, to boldly explore uncharted territory. 
Also, I am like a “downfield blocker” in football: I clear lots of stuff out of others’ way, 
so they can run further in their ministry. I could be compared to an editor who helps 
other writers fine-tune their calling. 

I have been called a “plow” because I often stir up and overturn things in preparation for new 
plantings/harvests. More than anything, though, I see myself as an orphan-grown-older who collects 
stray children and invites them to join the family at an orphanage I’m privileged to oversee.  
My wife, Pamela, is “The Princess and the Pea”—she feels and discerns everything, no matter how small or 
hidden it may be.

What analogies or metaphors tell how God shaped you to best function? They can be images God has given 
you or ones you make up right now. The pictures of yourself might be something someone has prayed over 
you or just told you. In either case, the emphasis is on how God uses you on a fairly consistent basis.
 

we are what we are 
by God’s grace, 
but what exactly 
are we intended to 
be? and how do we 
work best?

description of YoUr life 
and ministrY
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paint three verbal pictures of how god designed you to function. Be as specific as 
you can be with the pictures or analogies, and briefly explain why they describe 
how god seems to most/best use you.

1)

2)

3)

 

select two of your ministry metaphors. for each of them, complete the sentence, 
“i’m never happier than when i ...” Using the language of the metaphor, define 
what is the best-of-the-best, the thing that makes you feel the most excited, 
fulfilled and useful in ministry?

1)

2)

description of YoUr life 
and ministrY
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aspects of YoUr “dream
ministrY”
“bEFoRE I FoRMEd you IN ThE woMb, I kNEw you...aNd aPPoINTEd you a 
PRoPhET To ThE NaTIoNS.” (JEREMIah 1:5)

God gives us the desires of our heart (Psalm 37:4), and whether that means He responds to our desires by 
fulfilling them, or that He plants those desires in us in order to fulfill us, godly desires that are born out of 
delighting ourselves in Him hold a clue to God’s future plans for us. 

Of course, I’m not suggesting that everything we want is a hint about what God wants; our motives 
may be wrong in some cases ( James 4:2-3), and God is not going to fulfill evil-hearted desires. 
Nevertheless, God will often use hope to point us toward our future—and His plans for us 
( Jeremiah 29:11). 

From long ago He has had designs for how to use us, and He faithfully adheres to those plans as they get 
worked out, in an unfolding manner, throughout our lives (Isaiah 25:1). The Lord is not making this up as it 
goes along. Neither our history, nor our future, are happenstance. 

Our desires for power-packed Kingdom enterprise go hand-in-hand with our calling; the provision with 
which God wants to supply us is linked to our desires to bring “goodness” to others (2 Thessalonians 
1:11). Not only has the Lord recruited us for the job—based on much more than a scouting 
report—but in a mind-boggling prior-time, He made us suitable and fit for our present and 
yet-to-come assignments.

His creative, redemptive power must sometimes come along after we have made a 
mess of things, in order to get life back on course, and when we make a wrong turn 
that puts us off track, He sovereignly finds a way to move us forward according to His 
plan. He causes all things to keep working together for good for those who are called 
according to His purpose (Romans 8:28). 

Doesn’t it make sense, accordingly, that a God who has already planned the plan for our church future, has 
also already arranged resources for carrying out that plan in the same way that David collected the materials 
for his son, Solomon, to build the Temple?

kNowING whaT wouLd FuLFILL aNd SaTISFy aNd dELIGhT uS, God woVE CERTaIN 
PENChaNTS aNd INCLINaTIoNS INTo ouR SouL. ThoSE LEaNINGS IN MINISTRy 
May bE INkLINGS oF hIS wILL FoR you. aNd hINTS abouT ThE “NEXT STEPS” IN 
MINISTRy.

god keeps on 
working the plans he 
formed long ago, and 
he forces all things to 
work together for the 
great good of making 
us more like Jesus.
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I’ll put it another way: He has been setting you up for this—for a long time. Part of that setup, 
I believe, has been the desires He has placed in your heart through the years leading up to this 
day. Couldn’t that be the meaning behind the admonition to Timothy: “Fulfill your ministry”  
(2 Timothy 4:5)? How else can we explain why we are drawn to some things, and not to others?  

If five different pastors were given an opportunity to select among a hundred 
different ministry activities (assuming they had equal obscurity levels and 
identical effort/time requirements), I believe each of the five would choose five 
different tasks/roles. Some teachers describe these as your “majors” as opposed to 
your “minors.” 

All ministry involves sizeable portions of work-we-would-rather-not-have-to-do, and some pastors “burn out” in    
ministry because they keep searching for ministry assignments void of all tasks except those 
they love to do. As long as we live in this broken world—where weeds, not flowers, grow 
in the cracks in our driveways—we will be unable to escape brow-sweating (i.e., hard and 
unappealing) work.

Your “dream ministry” will never be an entire reality. But, if you were released (with enough time, childcare, 
opportunity, money, staff support) to do anything you wanted to do, what would fill your personal ministry 
agenda? What do you find most rewarding and stimulating? What components make “ministry” satisfying 
to you personally—at this point in time?

This isn’t about a “job title” (i.e., being a pastor, a worship leader or overseeing singles’ ministries). Instead, 
describe the actual activities you most enjoy doing. For instance, do you most enjoy praying for people about 
direction for their lives; helping improve people’s sense of their worth; encouraging faith; being a bridge to 
skeptics; counseling proactively or in response to crisis; helping with practical needs; reproducing an attitude 
of servanthood in others; getting people to think of others; etc.?
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god calls us by name— 
selecting individually 
those whom he has 
already crafted and 
framed and ordained 
in the womb for days  
not yet come. 
(Psalm 139:14-18)

aspects of YoUr “dream 
ministrY”
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aspects of YoUr “dream 
ministrY”

if you could write the ideal ministry description for yourself, what four elements 
or types of activities would be at the top of the list—and why?

favorite ministry activities:

1)

2)

3)

4)
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delegating toWard YoUr
“dream ministrY”
“wELL doNE, Good aNd FaIThFuL SLaVE. you wERE FaIThFuL wITh a FEw 
ThINGS, I wILL PuT you IN ChaRGE oF MaNy ThINGS; ENTER INTo ThE Joy oF 
youR MaSTER.” MaTThEw 25:21

“IT IS NoT dESIRabLE FoR uS To NEGLECT ThE woRd oF God IN oRdER To SERVE 
TabLES. ThEREFoRE...SELECT FRoM aMoNG you SEVEN MEN oF Good REPuTaTIoN, 
FuLL oF ThE SPIRIT aNd oF wISdoM, whoM wE May PuT IN ChaRGE oF ThIS TaSk.” 
aCTS 6:2-3

Now that you have identified your dream ministry components, let’s look at your existing ministry 
assignments. Ask yourself what you do throughout the week—especially things for which you retain ultimate 
responsibility. As a church leader, what areas do you oversee directly, either by doing the work yourself or 
having the worker(s) report directly to you. 

If you have delegated a task or an area of ministry completely away from yourself, do not include it on your 
list. For instance, if worship is handled completely by your worship leader—meaning that the worship leader 
selects the songs, runs the rehearsals and leads the congregation without any involvement from you (i.e., 
running the list of songs by you for approval)—you have delegated it. It’s on the worship leader’s list, not 
yours.

Under each major category of responsibility, jot down a few specific duties. An example might be VISITaTIoN 
with subcategories like hospital, newcomers and home. SuNday SERVICE would include activities like sermon 
prep, bulletin, logistics and setup, greeters/ushers, etc. Use the diagram on the following page as your worksheet.

questions:

How can you do more of your dream ministry activities as part of fulfilling your current ministry assignments?

How can you involve more people to help you accomplish your current ministry?
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delegating toWard YoUr 
“dream ministrY”
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next steps exercises:

Give away complete responsibility for one-fifth of your current ministry assignments. This can include 
subcategories.

Identify a person to whom you plan to delegate the job. Invite that person to partner with you (and watch •	
what you do) for two months. 

For the following two months, be available as often as the person might need you to answer questions, •	
give advice, etc. 

Lastly, suggest that eight weeks later, you will both have an opportunity to decide if the person and the •	
assignment are a good fit.

Select one of your dream ministry activities and offer to train people from your church how to do it. These 
people are not replacements-in-waiting. You are not necessarily intending to work yourself out of this job; 
you’re simply sharing the delight of ministry with them. If you love to counsel pre-marrieds, invite someone 
to sit in on your counseling sessions. If part of your dream ministry is to teach new believers how to read the 
Bible for revelation and encouragement, get someone (or three) to join you in your prep time and in the new 
believer’s class.

delegating toWard YoUr 
“dream ministrY”



tHeme Verses of YoUr
cHUrcH
“hE who haS aN EaR, LET hIM hEaR whaT ThE SPIRIT SayS To ThE ChuRChES.” 
(REVELaTIoN 2:17)

Spirit-led leaders understand the thrill of receiving a prophetic word for their congregation, announcing a 
new season of breakthrough or change, and we have each responded to inner promptings to begin a teaching 
series on some topic stirring in our soul. We’ve prepared special programs and schedules for Easter and 
Christmas. Knowing that summer is coming, and youth are free all day long, we have reacted with camps, 
day-time events and other “special” preparations.

Just as God gives individuals prophetic scriptures and life verses, so He gives such guidance to entire 
congregations. These Bible passages give us an extraordinary sense of who and what our churches are 
supposed to be within the larger Body of Christ. As pastors, we’re supposed to take pains with such counsel 
from the Lord, and occupy ourselves with thoughts about how our church programs, activities and resources 
can facilitate those prevailing words. 

If we aim our whole church for the long-haul, according to these prophetic scriptures, we will discover 
many (fairly) obvious steps to take—arranging and rearranging people, priorities and programs. 
Whereas Peter had a calling more to the Jews, Paul’s primary work was ordained among the Gentiles. 
One plants; another waters. All are not the same part of the body. This truth, expressed in so many 
ways throughout the Bible, is a bedrock principle in true strategic planning for the local church. 
Without adhering to it, churches are prone to having their sole strategic question be, “How can we be more 
like that successful church?”

Each person and each congregation has been apportioned a sphere of reach 
measured to them by the Lord for touching others (see 2 Corinthians 10:13-18). 
Though the whole Church has the single assignment to make disciples, many 
details about how one person or church carries out that job—like where, how 
and with whom—will differ from how other individuals and churches fulfill 
their roles. 

For instance, our commission at The Coastlands is to develop disciples who do to others what has 
been done to them. That calling came to me, and is described in greater detail, through one of our theme 
passages: 

 “The smallest one will become a clan” ... “The Lord has anointed me to bring good news  
	 to	the	afflicted.”	...	“They	will	repair	desolations.”		Isaiah	60:22-61:4 
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god’s macro purposes 
for the whole church 
always have micro 
implications for our 
daily lives that are as 
individual as we are.



Such guiding words are much more than poetic, generic language! They are more like military orders 
received from Central Command, posting us to a specific base, or like the blocking assignments for the tight-
end in football. They have very clear, strategic implications; for instance:

	 q	If the smallest one is supposed to become a clan of peoples, doesn’t it  
  make sense that we are probably supposed to have a vital cell-group minis 
  try in our church; otherwise, what are the chances of normal people  
  becoming leaders of others? 

	 q	And if we’re going to repair desolations in people’s lives, we probably need  
  a ministry component in our church that trains people in counseling 
  and deliverance.

Because I believe that these qualities are supposed to characterize our church, I can keep asking myself what 
we’re doing that intentionally promotes the smallest, not-noticeably-gifted (but faithful) person into roles of 
spiritual leadership. It is one of my measures for success—and one of the things I think about when fellow 
pastors ask me how my church is doing!

	 q After the afflicted and tormented in our congregation have experienced  
  spiritual freedom and recovery themselves, they are (according to this  
  scripture) supposed to offer healing to others. 

It follows, then, that our (deliverance) ministry to such ones ought to be team-based, and include people 
who are at varying places of recovery—as opposed to specialist counselors doing most of the ministry 
alone. The mending and training become a seamless continuum, rather than an either/or categorization 
of where people are in their spiritual development. Additionally, we emphasize spiritual counseling— 
as opposed to clinical counseling because the text emphasizes the role of the Spirit.

Carved in a stone plaque on the back wall of our sanctuary is the last phrase of the 
following verses: 

 “A bruised reed He will not break and a dimly burning wick He will not extinguish; 
 He will faithfully bring forth justice. He will not be disheartened or crushed until He  
 has established justice in the earth; and the coastlands will wait expectantly for His 
	 law	[instruction].”	Isaiah 42:3
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tHeme VersUs of YoUr 
cHUrcH



If you read these verses looking for counsel/direction from the Lord, as to how to aim our church life and 
program, you would conclude, as we have, that 

	 q Our ministry is to heal bruised reeds and to fan nearly extinguished 
  candle wicks into full flame until such people regain their God-intended  
  inheritance. 

	 q Furthermore, the best way for us to resist the inevitable temptation—  
  to become discouraged—is by waiting expectantly for what God will tell  
  us next.

Preachers are good at teaching with their lips (and their personal examples) about such texts, but they 
sometimes neglect to teach biblical principles by modeling the truth with the way their whole church is 
arranged. With their ministry structures, programs and predictable formulas for who-gets-chosen-as-leaders, 
pastors unintentionally communicate that their churches are primarily intended merely to identify and 
promote full-flamed candles and never-been-bent reeds!

As a leader who is trying to be obedient to this text, I am constantly on the lookout for ways to legitimately 
bring along (promote) those who used to be broken stalks and smoldering embers. This, too, is one of my 
measures for success—and another of the things I think about when fellow pastors ask me how my church is 
doing!

How to obey the Lord’s assignment for our church is what we’ll be studying later, but for now the 
issue is what we should begin planning. The element that stymies most spiritual/strategic planning is 
what-to-do, not how-to-do-it.
 

tHeme VersUs of YoUr 
cHUrcH
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list three theme verses for your congregation—and tell why you hold on to them 
for meaning and direction (and for dear life...).

1)

2)

3)

Based on two of the theme verses for your church, write a simple sentence telling 
yourself what you should do (more often or more intentionally). translate the 
verses into “marching orders.”

1)

2)

tHeme VersUs of YoUr 
cHUrcH
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tHe mission of YoUr cHUrcH
“RECoRd ThE VISIoN aNd INSCRIbE IT oN TabLETS, ThaT ThE oNE who REadS IT 
May RuN. FoR ThE VISIoN IS yET FoR ThE aPPoINTEd TIME...” (habakkuk 2:2-3)

Your church, like every other congregation, has an assigned mission from God. All churches do not play 
the same position on God’s team; one church might have an assignment to care mostly for the elderly, and 
another church might feel burdened for inner-city homeless. Beyond such obvious differences, there are 
many more subtle variations in calling. 

The important issue is whether or not the outcome matches with what God has asked us to do. In other 
words, a church may feel directed to minister primarily to young, urban professionals, but if that church has 
no appreciable number of 20-somethings attending services, then either the mission has been misunderstood, 
or the church program/plan has not been shaped by the mission.

In brief terms, God has asked The Coastlands to do three basic things:

	 q Love, mend, train and send people into more significant ministry than  
  they find themselves involved in currently.

	 q Proclaim a refreshing Gospel in the language of ordinary people, so they  
  can do to/for others what is done to/for them.

	 q Establish local churches throughout the world, and provide resources for leaders of  
  local churches for more effective ministry.

What, in particular, is your church called by God to do? Do not think about the church services themselves, 
or what you feel called to do at church. Be thinking, instead, about what overall impact you feel your church 
is intended to have in your community, in the larger Body of Christ, and in the world. 
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list three purposes or focuses of your church—and explain them.

1)

2)

3)

select one of your church assignments, and list all the things you are doing in/
with the church in an attempt to fulfill what god has asked you to do.
 
aSSIGNMENT       MINISTRy/aCTIVITIES
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tHe mission of YoUr 
cHUrcH



WHat YoU appreciate aBoUt 
YoUr cHUrcH
“wE GIVE ThaNkS To God, ThE FaThER oF ouR LoRd JESuS ChRIST, PRayING 
aLwayS FoR you...” (CoLoSSIaNS 1:3)

Generally speaking, the best strategy for revitalizing people or organizations is to start with what is right or 
strong or good, and enhance those aspects first—before trying to tackle what needs change or repair. Putting 
it another way, what are the strengths of your church? What do you feel really good about? What is working 
as you envisioned it?

You may find encouragement in many different components of your entire church, such as: the physical 
plant—the size, location and decoration of your church building(s); the interpersonal relationships—the 
affection, interconnectedness and closeness of the people in your congregation; or, the spiritual condition—
the maturity, awareness and developmental level of people in your church. Do not necessarily try to find only 
“big things.” Sometimes the little things contain the largest clues about what God wants to do in the next 
season of your church’s life.

To better help you refine your thinking, I’m going to show you a list I made recently:

 1. Broad mobilization of many unique people at many levels — Not only are we  
  living out our theology (“ministry of every believer”), but we have people  
  spread out all along the volunteer continuum.

 2. Amazing eagerness of many middle-age (and older) men for more ministry  
  training — Though I do not know the specifics of what it will look like, I know  
  that we are about to discover far better ways of effectively using men at that  
  stage in their life.

 3. World-connectedness and relational links with congregations all over the  
  world—The many years of intentionally focused short-term missions teams  
  have paid off, and we have numerous opportunities to offer more than money  
  to assist churches.

 4. The dormitory structure of our church building — Being able to have an Intern  
  Program and a place to host guests and model another style of doing church gives  
  us a unique advantage.

 5. Revision of our long-held philosophy of ministry — For awhile we get to say, 
  “Love, mend, train and LEND,” meaning I am supposed to be gone more while  

  we delay exporting three young ministers-in-training.
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list five strengths/positives about your total church program as it is now. 
Be as specific as possible about the strengths, and why you consider them strong 
points for what you’re called to do. 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

select two of the aspects of your church you most enjoy, and turn them into 
proactive advice from a consultant – as though they are special resources 
that should be used more extensively throughout the entire church program, 
or activities that ought to be increased in number.

1)

2)
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WHat YoU appreciate 
aBoUt YoUr cHUrcH



needed improVements in 
YoUr cHUrcH
“you SEE ThE bad SITuaTIoN wE aRE IN...CoME, LET uS buILd ThE waLL oF 
JERuSaLEM ThaT wE May No LoNGER bE a REPRoaCh.” (NEhEMIah 2:17-20)

Since all of us are in process, it will always be the case that our church is also in process. That means 
we will always have room for improvement. Things continually need tweaking. We must keep 
changing things in response to changing times and seasons. If we presume our thoughts about our church 
are prophetic (as opposed to just critical), we can begin working on them as a way of following the 
Lord’s leading.

What has your attention? What’s been nagging in the back (or front) of your mind? About which 
situations, programs, people or departments have you been feeling unsettled? Are there obvious needs— 
for improvement, development, or existence?

Do not allow yourself imprecise thinking; do not reply, “Money!” or “Everything!” Those are easy answers, 
but they are not very helpful because they have a hidden premise—and, thereby, a foregone conclusion that 
stymies Kingdom enterprise! Can you guess what that is? “Until I have more money or more everything, I 
can do nothing!”

Ministry leaders do not mean to come to that conclusion because we truly believe that we can do all things 
through Christ who strengthens us, and that He will supply all our needs (Philippians 4:13). If Jesus promises 
to add “these things” to individuals who seek first the Kingdom (Matthew 6:32-34), He will also add them 
to congregations.

You do not have to have the solution to your problems—not yet! Actually, strategic planning that is 
spiritual views problems as prophetic hints for taking “Next Steps.”  Here was my list the last time I did this 
exercise:

	 q Our ICU Leaders and Apprentices are not functioning as well as in the past,  
  and that means we’ve got to re-tool and retrain them—not just bark at them  
  to do a better job.

	 q We are not very good at Community Outreach; my concept of our church is  
  too much as a congregation (the people who worship in my church) as opposed  
  to a parish (the people who live in my town).

	 q Other than cell groups and church services, we do not have many components  
  of a total church program; there’s almost nothing going on at church during  
  the evenings. We need more events/activities on weeknights.
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in your church, what three things would you most like to see changed, developed 
or improved?

1)

2)

3)

 

for two of these problems write a simple, clear sentence that assigns a very 
clear task to a staff member, volunteer or an outside consultant (i.e., get more 
volunteers for cm; develop a worship team that responds to the spirit; make the 
congregation more friendly and welcoming to new people.)

1)

2)
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YoUr cHUrcH



some “next steps” for YoU and   
YoUr cHUrcH
ThE STEPS oF a MaN aRE ESTabLIShEd by ThE LoRd, aNd hE dELIGhTS IN hIS way. 
PSaLM 37:23

You may be surprised to discover that you have a better sense of what you ought to do next than you think 
you have. This next series of exercises asks you to counsel yourself—as though you were someone else. Do 
not think too long or too hard about these questions; just answer them with your first impressions. There are 
no correct answers. There are no silly responses.

Taking only a few moments to consider these questions, jot down the first three answers that come to your 
mind:

What do you need personally (i.e., more time, delegation skills, clearer priorities, 
a new computer) in order to better fulfill your ministry assignment?

1)

2)

3)

What kinds of people, doing what kinds of things would help you to better fulfill 
your church’s ministry assignment?

1)

2)

3)
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UsefUl measUres of sUccess
“ThIS book oF ThE Law ShaLL NoT dEPaRT FRoM youR MouTh...FoR ThEN you 
wILL MakE youR way PRoSPERouS, aNd...haVE SuCCESS.” JoShua 1:8

Rarely is it useful to measure ourselves and our ministries against others’. What God asks of us is not identical 
to what He asks of others: where and how other leaders live out their God-given assignments and emphases 
has little, if any, bearing on how we are to pursue ours. 

We are not Olympic swimmers from different nations competing against one another in the 200-meter 
Butterfly. Rather, we are on the same National Team: one of us is a high hurdler; another of us pole vaults; 
the shot putter is not supposed to do what the high diver or the 1500m runner does.

For each of us, success is different. As a final exercise in your personal and ministry alignment, define the 
terms of your own success in light of what God has done and directed you toward in ministry. 

What is the primary thing you want to do to/for people who attend your church 
over the next nine months?

1)

2)

What do you most want to do with the people in your church? How would you like 
to see them used or mobilized? What do you want to see them doing?

1)

2)
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introdUction
“aLL ThIS [PLaN FoR ThE TEMPLE],” daVId SaId, “ThE LoRd MadE ME uNdER-
STaNd IN wRITING by hIS haNd uPoN ME, aLL ThE dETaILS oF ThIS PaTTERN.” (1 
ChRoNICLES 28:19)

Spiritual planning begins with figuring out what the Lord wants for us personally and corporately. 
Once you have a fairly good sense of who you are in the Lord, and how He has designed you to function 
best in the Kingdom, it is possible to arrive at a long-term strategy for “making the most” of your days/life/
efforts.

But that is where many “plans” fail to deliver: they may have a marvelous mission statement and several fine 
long-term goals, but there is a virtual disconnect between a pastor’s vision for the future and how to take 
the “next steps” in the process to get there. Pastors are usually fairly good at casting a vision for the church’s 
future and planning the logistics of programs and events. But we frequently run out of ideas for what else we 
can do to arrange all the particulars of church to work together in a unified effort anddirection.

This tool you are about to use will help you link your long-range vision for church with impor-
tant destination points along the way, much like a travel itinerary gives you not only the headline 
(“Grand Tour of Old Europe”), but also breaks the trip down into various levels of detail like countries, 
specific sites/routes in those countries, accommodations, and even directions for how to get a taxi from your 
river cruise to the train station.

Our vision may be to drive from San Francisco to Montreal, but we’re going to have to drive through 
several cities along the way. In order to drive through those cities, we have to take certain roads. 
On those roads, there will be a choice of where to eat and where to spend the night. A good strategic plan 
connects people and activities to larger intentions. And vice-versa! 

Before we begin our exercise in strategic planning, let’s look at four successive connection layers moving 
from (1) the ultimate purpose we hope to accomplish some day to (4) the specific action steps we 
can take today. The graphic on the next page will give you an overview of where we’re headed with 
“NEXT STEPS for You, Your Ministry and Your Church.”
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strategic planning is a process of answering layers of questions:

#1 State the Mission R
Ultimately, what do you want
to accomplish?

#2 Describe the Destination T
What do the key words mean
to you? What are you hoping 
to see as success?

#3 Envision Components of
the Process F
What elements or programs
will likely lead people to the
destination? What ingredients
does your discipleship recipe 
call for?

#4 List Specific Action Steps .
What can you do right now, 
without any additional resources?
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increase nUmBer of HealtHY
reprodUcing disciples

hEaLThy REPRoduCING dISCIPLES

MaTuRING LoVING SPIRIT-LEd
MISSIoN-
MINdEd

PRoGRESSIVE
TRaINING

haNdS-oN
PRaCTICE

“why’S”
EXPLaINEd

aRRaNGEd 
dISCIPLE-
ShIP

STaRT a 
FouNda-
TIoNS 
CouRSE

LINk aLPha 
To ThE 
FouNda-
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CouRSE

TRaIN CELL 
GRouP 
LEadERS To 
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aPPREN-
TICES

TRaIN 
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TICES 
how To 
LINk wITh 
NEwCoMERS
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definitions
All good planning begins with a purpose, and the most important (only) purpose for us as spiritual leaders 
is to do what the Lord has asked us to do. It is fruitless and dangerous to strategize or plan according to our 
own, self-inspired intentions. Unless He’s building, we’re wasting our time. That is why our definition of 
strategic thinking/planning must be an act of obedience — of listening, first and foremost, to what the Lord 
of the church has told us to do.

Jesus is the One who defines the ultimate goal — what we’re really trying to do, the one thing that 
determines success or failure. When we put that purpose into words, those words become the basis upon 
which we invite others to evaluate our performance; otherwise, they are a meaningless slogan. 

It is one thing to be inspirational with our words; it is another thing to be intentional with our actions. 
Having been inspired by God, we intentionally set out to “do His will.” That’s what I mean by planning a 
strategy.

STRaTEGy IS a SuPPoRT To SPIRITuaL PuRPoSE, NoT a SubSTITuTE FoR IT. 

Even with a limited event like a Men’s Retreat, there are layers of planning, each building upon another to 
make the whole event work toward a common purpose. For instance, we usually plan the first night as a 
foundation for developing attitudes and understandings that will culminate a day or two later. 

The “worship” was planned, on another level, as a list of songs selected to convey 
a message and to build toward another goal — bringing the worshippers to deeper 
responsiveness to what the Lord has for them. Prayer teams were probably selected 
and trained before the retreat, so that we would be ready for the prayed-for goal — 
ministering to the participants’ deep needs/responses.

Unfortunately, in the church world, most planning is limited to one-time events, programs and 
activities. Planning that most leaders engage in typically deals solely with logistics for a church service, a 
men’s retreat or an outreach concert. Instead of beginning with an upcoming program, and planning its 
details, spiritual strategy begins with a much broader purpose. 

Strategic Planning, as we’re defining it, focuses (initially) on layers beyond the tactical level, beyond events 
happening in the next few months — in order to accomplish the prevailing purpose for which our churches 
and ministry organizations exist. Individually, we have been called with a purpose,

  ...not according to our works, but according to His own purpose and grace which  
  was granted us in Christ Jesus from all eternity...  	2	Timothy	1:9

SECTIoN 02

planning alone will 
not assure success 
but poor planning 
can undercut the full 
spiritual potential and 
dynamics of an event.
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Thus, we live our personal lives according to that purpose — making decisions about what we will and will 
not do, not just in daily activities, but in the larger scheme of our lives. In the same way — forgive that this 
sounds so obvious — our churches exist for/with a purpose, and that purpose is very easy to define. It is the 
answer to simple, but rarely answered questions: “Why should we have sermons, church services, retreats, 
cell groups, outreaches, greeters, CM, etc?”

As you’ll see, Strategic Planning is mostly a process of asking and answering several layers of questions. 
You will be encouraged to discover that neither the questions nor their answers are very difficult. 
It’s just that we rarely take the time to consider them. 

Let’s begin by asking ourselves the fundamental question as Pastors. You can ask it several different ways, but 
it is the same question:

whaT aRE wE TRyING To do SPIRITuaLLy? whaT IS “MISSIoN aCCoMPLIShEd”? oN 
whaT baSIS do wE INVITE EVaLuaTIoN? whaT’S ThE PoINT oF haVING ChuRChES? 
whaT IS a PaSToR’S Job?

What follows on these pages is a series of steps that consist of simple questions you can ask and answer yourself. 
The more familiar you become with them, the more they become intuitive. The whole notion behind them 
is to discover what we are supposed to do next as pastors, not according to some ideal, one-pattern-fits-all 
Manual of Pastoral Steps, but according to what the Lord is bidding us to do.

There isn’t any way to learn the steps for pastoring like you might learn to do a waltz (1-2-3), but there is a 
way to resolve the “NEXT STEPS” For You, Your Ministry and Your Church...
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step 1—state YoUr pUrpose
R
STaTE ThE MISSIoN (ThE aNSwER To ouR PuRPoSE QuESTIoN):

increase the number of disciples who are healthy and reproductive.
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step #2—define WHat tHat 
means to YoU
T
define all the parts (words) of the mission—how you identify them. What are you 
looking for in/about someone before you think of them as...

 R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
  T Intentionally following biblical teachings.
	 	 T Proactively mentoring and caring for others.
	 	 T Responsive to the Holy Spirit’s direction.
	 	 T Living with a missionary purpose.
	 	 T Teachable and accountable.
	 	 T Servant-hearted.
	 	T Loving.
	 	T 
	 	T 
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 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
  T Maturing in spiritual understanding and practice.
  T Fully committed to Spirit-empowered ministry (to others).
  T Spiritually vibrant (prayerful, evangelistic, biblical).
  T Gracious, loving and affectionate.
  T Mobilized in leadership and volunteer ministry.
  T Mission-minded and world-conscious.

 T Impacting their immediate world with the Gospel.
 T  
 T  
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
  T Win others to Christ.
  T Evangelize and witness to others.
  T Share lessons learned with individuals and groups.
  T Invite acquaintances and family to church.
  T Pass along ministry assignments to apprentices.
  T Help start new ministries and churches.
  T 
	 	T 
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connections
The Bible is full of “If...Then” principles. So is life. There are certain expected results from 
particular actions: a golf ball flies on the trajectory determined by the mechanics of the golfer’s swing; 
money spent on dinner is no longer available for gas. Everyone understands cause and effect — one thing 
leading to another. 

Of course, a tree limb can change the flight of the golf ball, and more money might get found in the glove 
box, but by and large, we live life according to reasonable assumptions that connect one activity with 
another.

We encourage people to pray because God answers prayer. We tell them to read their Bible because God’s 
word transforms the mind and heart. We witness because we know people cannot believe unless they hear. 
If we repent, then times of refreshing come our way. If we humble ourselves before the Lord, He will exalt 
us in due season. 

All these are “If...Then” principles.

Such spiritual principles are the main focus of our activities as leaders in the church. They are why we do/
say/preach what we do. Because we want our flocks to reap bounty, we encourage them to sow to the Spirit, 
not to the flesh. 

When Moses’ arms were getting heavy in the battle against the Amalekites, the 
answer (two arm-holders) was practical, not spiritual; and without Joshua’s band of 
sword-wielding men-at-arms, the lifted arms would not have carried the day. Jethro 
understood cause and effect when he predicted that his son-in-law would “wear out” 
unless Moses approached ministry more strategically by getting others involved in the 
ministry process.

Red skies in the morning predict particular weather patterns, and though we cannot affect the weather, 
we can still deduce that one thing (red sky) leads to another—even if we do not know exactly why. 
When a baby’s eyes begin to droop or when she is cranky, we know the infant is tired. There is some 
kind of causal connection; and by solving the tiredness with a nap, we change the droopy eyes and 
fussy behavior. 

We think nothing of such “problem-solving,” and we would be amazed at any parent who attributed the 
droopiness or crankiness to sinister spiritual forces or “just the way my child gets sometimes.”
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Raising our children well (spiritually and physically) is hugely strategic — we look ahead to the 
qualities we want to see fully developed in them, and do the little things along the way that will 
instill and reinforce those attributes in them. Strategic Planning merely takes this solution-thinking to a 
broader, longer-range level. When we pastors see the droopy “health” of our churches, and the lack of 
disciple-making, what do we deduce about our churches? 

Proverbs admonishes us not to lean on our own understanding, but to acknowledge the Lord in all our ways. 
That isn’t telling us not to plan—and just “wing it” in ministry. Rather, we’re being reminded of two great 
realities: 

	 q God always knows better; and, 

	 q His plans always pre-date any sincere efforts to do our part in them. 

IN oThER woRdS, ouR RoLE aS SPIRITuaL LEadERS IS To LINE uP wITh ThE 
PLaNS aNd PuRPoSES oF God, dETERMINING FIRST oF aLL, whaT ThoSE PLaNS 
aRE aNd ThEN PuRSuING ThEM wITh EVERyThING oF ouR hEaRT, MINd, ENERGy 
aNd GIFTEdNESS. 

In Strategic Planning we simply consider how to do what He’s said to do...

notes:
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step #3—deVelop liKelY 
lead-Ups or ingredients for 
sUccess
F
Use the spiritual principle of sowing u reaping. What can you do/change/intro-
duce that will increase the degree or amount of...

 R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 	 T Intentionally following biblical teachings.
	 	 	 F Increased amount of teaching offered at church.
	 	 	 F More emphasis on the ministry of the Holy Spirit, who reminds us of 
    God’s will and way.
	 	 	 F Teaching that is more Bible-centered.
	 	 	 F Testimonies from members who obeyed particular instruction.
	 		 F Clear distinctions made between natural thinking and Kingdom
    thinking.
	 		 F  
	 		 F  
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 R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 	 T Proactively mentoring and caring for others.
	 	 	 F A well-developed CULTURE of apprentices and assistants.
	 	 	 F Better connections between people and one another.
	 	 	 F More opportunities for people to experience the rewards of 
    loving discipleship.
	 	 	 F Clear incentives to those who care for and disciple others.
	 	 	 F Personal modeling of such care and discipleship.
	 	 	 F  
	 	 	 F   
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 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
	 	 T Maturing in spiritual understanding and practice.
	 	 	 F Progressive, sequential training venues and subjects.
	 	 	 F Numerous ministry equipping sessions that combine hands-on practice  
    with biblical truth.
	 	 	 F Constant explanation of the “Why’s” and “How To’s” of ministry.
	 		 F Arranged-for one-on-one and small-group discipleship opportunities  
    and situations.
	 		 F A well-established culture of servanthood.
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	 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
  T	Fully committed to Spirit-empowered ministry (to others).
	 	 	 F Regular teaching about and ministering of the baptism in the Spirit.
   F Practical instruction about hearing God’s voice and being led by 
    the Spirit.
   F Teachings about how to discover people’s spiritual gifts and ministries.
   F Regular involvement of more people praying for those in need of healing,  
    deliverance or provision.
   F Heightened and steady focus on the unseen dimension of reality.
   F 
	 		 F  
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What else will help 
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Spirit empowerment  
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
  T	Evangelize and witness to others.
	 	 	 F	Prayer for specific unsaved friends.
	 	 	 F Teachings on how to talk about our faith.
	 	 	 F Events specifically designed for outreach.
	 	 	 F More testimonies from those who have witnessed (successfully) to 
    their friends.
	 		 F Full understanding about the biblical admonitions and implications 
    for sharing the “Good News.”
	 		 F 
	 		 F 
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increase the      
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your church will 
witness more?
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
	 	 T Share lessons learned with individuals and groups.
	 	 	 F	People keeping track of God’s dealings in their lives.
	 	 	 F	More meetings structured to allow for individual testimonies.
	 	 	 F	Pastors and key leaders modeling lessons-learned-and-shared..
	 	 	 F	More encouragement for people to tell others what they tell
    pastors/leaders.
	 	 	 F	A church culture in which people regularly ask one another what the  
    Lord is working on in them.
	 	 	 F	 
	 	 	 F

notes: 
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tHe “next steps”
Now we have connected outcomes R with purposeful ideas T and ingredients F that will likely produce 
those desired qualities and help people process toward our final destination. The next step in Strategic 
Planning is to consider those process components F one at a time (in prayer, in heart and in mind). Keep 
in mind that we cannot do everything at once—or we’ll accomplish nothing. But remember that a clearly 
focused vision for what we want to accomplish will prevent our efforts from dissipating into little bits of 
nothing (Proverbs 29:18). 

Once again, we simply ask ourselves simple questions about another layer of activity. We want to think of 
specific ways to introduce or increase the programs, mentalities, values and activities that we believe will 
likely lead to success. This 4th layer of planning is the level where we come up with particular ideas—new 
things to do or arrange in church. You will be pleasantly surprised at the way the process elements F gener-
ate ideas almost on their own. Concentrate on one ingredient or ideal component at a time, and think about 
specific steps you can take to put more of it in your total church environment. 

Those ideas become our action plans (.)—the actual things you can do to affect the outcomes we desire 
for our churches. These are the things we do to “make the most of our days...” In several cases, the action 
plans will be so obvious that it is tempting to wonder why we took such a long way around to come to 
such easy-to-get-at solutions—and things we may already be doing in our churches. That should encourage 
you to realize that you have already been doing some amount of intentional and strategic planning in your 
ministry.

Many of the things we’re doing in church are already directly tied to our mission; either 
we arrived at those particulars through an intuitive process of goal-setting and action 
planning, or we simply copied what seemed to be working elsewhere. Hopefully, you 
are beginning to get a feel for linking future goals with present actions and programs. 
The reason we’re taking the long way around is to look for “NEXT STEPS” to take 
beyond what we have already tried or known to do. There are still plenty of great 

ideas and plans within your own church’s capabilities. The Lord has not left any church without hope for 
fruitfulness.

Expect the Lord to furnish spiritual insights and prophetic counsel, and then do as David advised his son, 
Solomon: “Be strong, courageous and act” (1 Chronicles 28:20). Whereas the process components (F) are 
what we want to have in place in our church environment over the next few years, the action plans (.) are 
how we plan to begin increasing those components — right now! Immediacy is the key to this planning step. 
With (only) what we have today, and thinking about what we do not have, how can we be faithful to His 
purposes for our church?
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step #4—decide WHat YoU can 
do noW
.
Without waiting for any additional resources (people, money, time, facilities, etc.), 
how can you develop more of the necessary ingredients F to produce desired 
outcomes in the church?  

  R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 		 T Intentionally following biblical teachings.

	 		 	 F Increased amount of teaching offered at church.
     . Teach through the new Foursquare doctrine study guides
      (required for licensing).
	 		 	 	 . Start mid-week adult Bible studies—in the evenings, early morning  
      and at noon.
	 		 	 	 . Insist that cell group leaders provide some teaching at every meeting.
	 		 	 	 . Give the congregation free CD’s of teachings done in previous years.
	 		 	 	 . Develop a recommended reading list and encourage people to read  
      excellent books.
	 		 	 	 . 
	 		 	 	 . 
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desired outcome 
– 
what you want 
to see in your 

a necessary 
component 
that will likely lead 
to that quality.

“next steps” – 
Specific things 
you can do now!
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  R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 		 T Intentionally following biblical teachings.

	 		 	 F More emphasis on the ministry of the Holy Spirit, who reminds us of  
     God’s will and way.
	 		 	 	 . Begin a 4-week teaching series on the Person and work of the Spirit.
	 		 	 	 . Arrange for teams of leaders to pray for people to be filled with the  
     Spirit after each service.
	 	 	 	 . Do a personal inventory of my own degree of reliance on the Spirit for  
     ministry—and share my shortcomings.
	 	 	 	 . Distribute copies of another pastor’s teaching on the Holy Spirit.
	 	 	 	 . Publicly describe the various operations of spiritual gifts before/after  
     their manifestation.
	 	 	 	 . At each public service, set aside 2-3 minutes as opportunity for trusted  
     leaders to prophesy.
	 	 	 	 . Establish and reinforce basic guidelines for spiritual gifts in public  
     services.
	 	 	 	 . Acknowledge every time the Spirit interrupts my plans during
     church services.
	 	 	 	 . Begin discussion among staff and leaders about the difference between  
      an idea and a revelation.
	 		 	 	 . 
	 		 	 	 . 
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  R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 		 T Proactively mentoring and caring for others.

	 		 	 F A well-developed CULTURE of apprentices and assistants.
	 		 	 	 . Establish a folklore of stories, slogans and successes based on 
      “Two are better than one.”
	 		 	 	 . Temporarily suspend elders’ meetings for three months, and ask each   

     elder to collect a similar-sized group to meet with instead.
	 		 	 	 . Insist that all cell groups have apprentice leaders, not just leaders.
	 		 	 	 . When recruiting for event planners, convey the presumption that  
      there will be an assistant.
	 		 	 	 . Constantly ask others the question, “Who are you training to do the  
      same quality job you are doing?”
	 		 	 	 . As frequently as possible, promote assistants by finding other 
     assignments for former leaders.
	 	 	 	 . When inviting leaders to special occasions, insist that they invite  
     someone else, too.
	 	 	 	 . On ministry trips, try to take someone along to assist with various  
     (but specific) aspects of the trip.
	 		 	 . On mission “scouting trips” always send people in pairs.
	 		 	 . 
	 		 	 . 
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	 	 R	dISCIPLES = PEoPLE who aRE...
	 		 T Proactively mentoring and caring for others.

	 		 	 F Better connections between people and one another.
	 		 	 	 . End every conversation by introducing someone (new)—either by  
      reference or in person.
	 		 	 	 . Try to arrange for all ministry/service to be done in groups, 
      not individually.
	 		 	 	 . Arrange for a special program, like “Invite Someone New 
      to Dinner.”
	 		 	 	 . Emphasize “between-the-meetings” fellowship.
	 		 	 	 . Take a mental inventory of who is spending too much time with just  
      close friends—and point it out to them.
	 		 	 	 . Change all breakfast appointments to include 2-3 men, instead of  
      meeting with just one at a time.
	 	 	 	 . Emphasize “breakout time” in public services, getting people to 
     speak with others.
	 	 	 	 . Instruct ushers to fill in all empty seats before sitting people in 
     back rows.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
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  R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
	 		 T Maturing in spiritual understanding and practice.

	 		 	 F Progressive, sequential training venues.
	 		 	 	 . Start three 10-week courses: Kingdom Foundations; Kingdom  
      Patterns; Kingdom Ministry.
	 		 	 	 . Coordinate Alpha Course with Foundations.
	 		 	 	 . Conduct six “Event Planning” sessions, one building on another, and  
      certify levels of completion (I, II, III) for participants.
	 		 	 	 . Have specialized training for cell group apprentice leaders, and 
      different training (at the same time/place) for cell group leaders.
	 		 	 	 . Reintroduce deliverance ministry by providing free copies of 
     foundational teaching CD’s—followed by a new practicum series 
     of teachings.
	 	 	 	 . Ask all specialized ministry leaders to identify two apprentices and a  
      plan for training them in new areas.
	 		 	 	 . Borrow curriculum from Foursquare Institutes, and offer courses  
      sequentially.
	 		 	 	 . 
	 		 	 	 . 
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 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
	 	 T Maturing in spiritual understanding and practice.

	 	 	 F	Numerous ministry equipping sessions that combine hands-on practice  
    with biblical truth.
	 	 	 	 . Conclude sermons with suggestions for applying truths learned to  
     daily life.
	 	 	 	 . Insist on two months of training for everyone going on a short-term  
     missions trip.
	 	 	 	 . In small group training sessions, change teaching method from 
     deductive to inductive—asking why we do various ministry 
     activities.
	 	 	 	 . At monthly leadership training, always include one-to-one ministry  
     before the teaching.
	 	 	 	 . Like med students who “practice” on one another, regularly have  
      people lay hands on and pray for each other.
	 		 	 	 . In Bible studies, ask participants what they get from the text — then  
      reinforce what they “got right.”
	 		 	 	 . 
	 		 	 	 . 
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	 	 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
	 		 T Fully committed to Spirit-empowered ministry (to others).

	 		 	 F Regular teachings about and ministering of the baptism in the Spirit.
	 		 	 	 . Begin a 4-week teaching series on the Person and work of the Spirit.
	 		 	 	 . Arrange for teams of leaders to pray for people to be filled with the  
      Spirit after each service.
	 	 	 	 . Describe my personal journey toward more of God’s fullness — and  
     my hesitations along the way.
	 	 	 	 . Develop new and fresh analogies for describing what happens when  
     we’re baptized in the Spirit.
	 	 	 	 . Encourage people to pray/praise in the Spirit during corporate times  
     of worship.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 .
	 	 	 	 	
	 		 	 .
	 		 	
	 		 	 .
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 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...
	 	 T	Fully committed to Spirit-empowered ministry (to others).

	 	 	 F Practical instruction about hearing God’s voice and being led by 
    the Spirit.
	 	 	 	 . Do an extensive teaching series on hearing God.
	 	 	 	 . Begin meetings by asking for scriptures that are unexpectedly on  
     people’s heart.
	 	 	 	 . Coach people in how to “hear” what God is saying through pictures  
     they get or scriptures that come to mind.
	 	 	 	 . Think of several new and fresh ways to describe a prompting by 
     the Spirit.
	 	 	 	 . Tell stories that emphasize the counter-intuitive leadings of 
     the Lord.
	 	 	 	 . Weekly describe the little and big ways I have been led by the Lord 
     to do things that wouldn’t have occurred to me on my own.
	 	 	 	 . De-mystify spiritual leadings and promptings by showing numerous  
     biblical examples.
	 	 	 	 . In group prayer situations ask people to express themes they heard in  
     the prayers of the group.
	 	 	 	 . When asking people to open a meeting in prayer, encourage them to  
     “let themselves pray,” as opposed to praying usual prayers.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
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 R	hEaLThy = bELIEVERS who aRE...

	 	 T	

	 	 	 F

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .

	 	 	 	 .
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  R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
	 		 T	Evangelize and witness to others.

	 		 	 F Prayer for specific unsaved friends.
	 		 	 	 . Ask cell group leaders to lead their cell groups in praying for 
      friends once a month.
	 		 	 	 . Include the admonition in my closing prayer each week.
	 		 	 	 . Look for testimonies from people who prayed for friends who were  
      then touched by the Lord.
	 		 	 	 . Encourage the congregation to offer to pray for any need of 
      a co-worker.
	 		 	 	 . Create a small “prayer list” bookmark for people’s Bible.
	 	 	 	 . Encourage “prayer partners” to agree to pray for one another’s 
     unsaved friend.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
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  R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
	 		 T	Evangelize and witness to others.

	 		 	 F Teachings on how to talk about our faith.
	 		 	 	 . Each week offer a small, simple bit of advice about how (not) to witness  
      to people.
	 		 	 	 . Tell stories of my evangelistic encounters.
	 		 	 	 . Invite a speaker to share about evangelism.
	 	 	 	 . Encourage people to form relationships with unsaved friends.
	 	 	 	 . Ask gifted evangelists in the church to offer practical training 
     for others.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
 
 

another element 
you can add 
to your church 
environment that 
will help produce 
believers who 
witness to friends.
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who...
	 	 T Share lessons learned with individuals and groups.

	 	 	 F Encourage people to keep track of God’s dealings in their lives.
	 	 	 	 . Suggest a journal.
	 	 	 	 . Constantly suggest to people whose stories I hear, that they tell other  
     particular people (whom I name).
	 	 	 	 . Look for great stories and ask people to write something for 
     the bulletin.
	 	 	 	 . Ask different members of counseling/prayer teams to explain 
     how they can relate to the person being prayed for because of what  
     God has done for them.
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who....
	 	 T Share lessons learned with individuals and groups.

	 	 	 F Meetings structured to allow for testimonies.
	 	 	 	 . Set aside time in the public services for testimonies.
	 	 	 	 . Begin leadership meetings by having everyone tell someone about  
     what God has done/said.
	 	 	 	 . Tell cell group leaders to begin their teachings with a brief story about  
     God’s dealings in their lives.
	 	 	 	 . Regularly begin events and meetings during the week with “Who can  
     report something God has done for you?”
	 	 	 	 . 
	 	 	 	 . 
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 R	REPRoduCING = bELIEVERS who....

	 	 T 

   F

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

	 	 	 	 .

    .

    .

    .

    . 
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sUmmarY exercise
life Verses—clearly state what you are called to do.

1) 

2) 

3) 

ministrY metapHors—“i’m never happier than when...”

4) 

5) 

6) 

59
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faVorite ministrY actiVitY—do more of what you like doing!

7) 

8) 

9) 

cHUrcH Verses—What should your church be doing?

10) 

11) 

12)

cHUrcH assignments—What is your church called to emphasize?

13) 

14) 

15) 
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cHUrcH strengtHs—What can you utilize more or do more?

16) 

17) 

18 

19) 
 

cHUrcH WeaKnesses—What should you be fixing now?

20) 

21) 

22)
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conclUsion
One of the reasons that the church at large does not embrace strategic planning is that its leaders spend so 
much time lamenting the way things are — concentrating on what we don’t have, or what we need more 
of — rather than looking at what we do have. Church leaders also often end up concentrating on money, 
buildings, equipment, etc. rather than on intangible aspects of ministry. At best, those material objects and 
resources are merely tools for our action plans . or partial ingredients F, not objectives we’d like to see in 
our congregants T, and certainly not our goals R or mission. Too often we have our eyes on the wrong 
destination...

Additionally, because we are a part of a larger Church, we ought to keep its mission in mind — 
viewing our leadership and our church as vital components of a much grander mission. The mission of 
The Foursquare Church is simple and straight-forward: with the enablement of the Holy Spirit to make 
disciples of all people, by... 

INCREaSING ThE NuMbER oF hEaLThy, REPRoduCING ChuRChES LEd by hEaLThy, 
REPRoduCING PaSToRS.

While most would agree that the best way to develop future Foursquare pastors for our districts 
is through organic processes in local churches that have a passion for sending laborers into the harvest 
field, we do not yet have enough such healthfully reproductive churches to fill the ever-enlarging 
leadership vacuum that seems to persist in so many of our existing churches — not to mention the many 
additional churches we hope to see started in the next few years. 

That in itself is somewhat startling—to realize that churches usually do not, within their regular 
ministry routines, give rise to an abundance of leaders who go out and multiply themselves several times over. 
At some point we’re going to have to examine this thing we call church to see why it so often requires an 
external infusion of leaders(hip), as opposed to organically developing a steadily increasing supply of leaders 
from within itself.

Consequently, the strategic planning we do for our congregation will only be complete and well-rounded 
when we accept the responsibility to ask more than just “what will likely produce healthy, reproductive 
believers?,” but also “what processes, components and mentalities will develop a reproductive, healthy church 
— one that spawns an over-abundance of pastors/leaders who plant healthy churches in our district and 
beyond?” Strategic Planning is simply a purposeful way to work backwards from the focused goal to the 
ideal arrangement — an adequately configured church process. Why wait for regret to hand us an agenda of 
what might have been accomplished when we can ask enough questions now to enable foresight to draft the 
same agenda?
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